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Our sincere thanks go to our Board of Directors for their volunteerism and leadership, particularly in the extraordinary circumstances of 2020.
2020. In a year like no other in our lifetime, we witnessed our world discover the extent of the positive impact of the human-animal bond. As millions entered lockdown and isolation during the COVID-19 pandemic, Pet Partners’ mission to improve human health and well-being through the power of the human-animal bond became even more relevant. And on behalf of the Board of Directors, thank you for your increased support in 2020 as volunteer teams and staff alike found new and creative ways to deliver the mission and help those in need.

As the pandemic worsened and therapy animal visits were restricted, Pet Partners began to pivot from traditional onsite visits to innovative online offerings, connecting facilities and people with direct-to-user virtual content from teams. From the We Are All Ears worldwide read to your pet initiative for children learning from home, to live social media events presented by volunteer teams, and even outdoor window-side visits to facilities, millions of people were touched by Pet Partners during the year.

Preserving the ability for our volunteer teams to return to in-person therapy animal visits as soon as restrictions lifted was a chief concern for the board, while at the same time maintaining the integrity of Pet Partners’ gold standard evaluation and registration approach. Kudos to Pet Partners’ leadership for immediately providing a free additional year of registration to every active team and creating a special provisional process to verify continued suitability. Thousands of handlers have been retained to continue the work so core to Pet Partners, and new online resources created to support them in this evolving environment.

2020 also drove increased interest in animal-assisted interactions (AAI) from professionals across multiple fields of human health and education. I’m pleased to report that the board approved further exploration and analysis into potential ways we can be of assistance to these professionals and ultimately the people they serve.

None of this groundbreaking and life-changing work is possible without the generous support you and our corporate and strategic partners provide. Farmers Insurance, Spectrum Brands, Intel, Elanco Animal Health, and Pet Food Institute continued as long time supporters with their contributions and partnership. Additionally, we welcomed some generous new partners including Purina® Cat Chow® and North Windham Veterinary Hospital. VCA and Blue Shield of California joined us to sponsor our most successful World’s Largest Pet Walk to date, and to promote the human health benefits of being active with our pets. Each of these partnerships help not only to provide the unconditional love that therapy animals offer, but also to raise awareness of the benefits of the human-animal bond.

As we look forward to emerging from pandemic restrictions, we continue to count on your support of the critical programs and initiatives Pet Partners and its volunteers provide. Thank you for your continued generosity. And thank you to the perseverance of our volunteers and their pets, the resilience of Pet Partners’ leadership and staff, and a dedicated board providing guidance in unprecedented times. Now—more than ever—the world needs the healing benefits of the human-animal bond delivered through Pet Partners.

Julie Lawless
Board Chair
Impact of COVID-19 on Program Functions

- In May 2020, we automatically gave all active therapy animal teams a one-year registration extension at no additional cost to the handler. 9,879 teams were impacted by this extension.
- We created new guidance and resources around infection control and COVID-19 safety for teams and facilities. This information was updated as circumstances evolved to ensure the most current information.
- Learning Experience staff provided webinars, instructional videos, and dedicated hours of support for our volunteer leaders.
- Program Operations staff expanded standard phone support time by an additional two and a half hours Tuesday through Friday.
- Program Operations staff also began providing personalized responses to program-related messages from Facebook and Instagram for the first time.

Virtual Mini Workshops

Pet Partners offers four mini workshops, which are optional and supplemental education available to both prospective and current handlers. In the past, these workshops were always taught by our volunteer leaders as in-person events because of their ability to connect people interested in the human-animal bond at the local level. That connection is still important, and we felt it was vital during pandemic restrictions for communities to still have the option to learn about Pet Partners and therapy animal volunteering. In March 2020, the mini workshops moved online.

- 86 scheduled, 40 completed
- 229 prospective or current handlers attended

Though I expected our audience would be people from Utah, I found out that people signed up from all over the U.S. and a couple of other countries. It was fun to meet other Pet Partners and people who loved animals and wanted to share them with others. I was proud of the information we had to share and the high standards and commitment to animal welfare that are part of the Pet Partners program.

— Deborah Carr with Pet Partners of Utah, on holding virtual mini workshops

Program Initiatives

Our program initiatives continue to provide opportunities for our teams to support our mission with these unique activities. While in-person visits surrounding these initiatives were limited, teams continued to participate in them to the extent possible. Many Read With Me teams conducted virtual reading visits. As we moved into summer and distanced outdoor activities were deemed low-risk, some Walk With Me teams held walking sessions in their communities.

- 3,378 Read With Me™ teams
- 2,382 Walk With Me™ teams
Virtual and Alternative Visits

The halt of in-person therapy animal visits in March 2020 due to COVID-19 was painful—not only for the clients, patients, and students accustomed to receiving visits, but also for the humans and animals dedicated to providing those visits. As more information developed about COVID-19 and the ways to reduce risk, Pet Partners teams adjusted their visiting and made different, but still important, connections. These alternative options for therapy animal interaction took several forms.

An early development was window visits, most often at residential care facilities. Teams would approach the building and stay in view of residents and offer engagement opportunities; animals would perform tricks, humans would carry signs, and residents would be able to enjoy a break from isolated situations.

In a similar vein, many teams performed parade-style visits, driving through parking lots of facilities.

Like the rest of the world, Pet Partners teams adopted a more virtual approach to their volunteering. Virtual visits, either pre-recorded or live, became the way for a significant number of teams to continue mission delivery, even if they couldn’t be there in person. Many facilities had standing appointments with their regular teams to visit live using online meeting platforms, giving staff and clients the chance to watch and speak to therapy animals and maintain connections.

Pre-recorded videos provided flexibility. Facilities and patients, clients, or students could view them when convenient. This was an especially popular choice for facilities to stay in touch with teams that visited pre-pandemic, but many teams made pre-recorded content that could be used by any facility in need of some animal-related engagement.

These videos were often shared via our Facebook group, launched in April 2020 as a central location for Pet Partners teams to share content featuring their therapy animals. The Facebook group has now evolved to be a more general community, but is still a place to share video content with others. In addition, the group allows volunteers to post directly and have conversations with each other, providing a community of support and knowledge. The Facebook group, Therapy Animal Volunteer Community, has now grown to more than 2,500 members.

Some teams organized letter-writing campaigns, updating their regular clients via writing and photos delivered each week, or engaged in other creative activities involving their therapy animals, such as painting, drawing, sewing, games, and other types of crafts.

Alternative and virtual visits became so widespread that we created guides to these activities for both volunteers and facilities, and offered online education to support volunteers in this change to their visits. 631 virtual visits were recorded in the Log a Visit function on our website. Because Log a Visit is used by fewer than 10% of volunteers, we believe the number of virtual visits was much higher than this.
About the Virtual Team Evaluator Training

Virtual team evaluator training (VTET) replaced the in-person practicum model when COVID-19 forced us to cancel five practicum events across the country. We revised the curriculum over six weeks in the early summer, national program educators (NPEs) were re-trained in late July, and the virtual training program launched in August.

The virtual model emphasizes effective communication and documentation by team evaluators during the evaluation, assessing their ability to provide clear, consistent, and accurate instructions to teams during an evaluation, as well as measuring their ability to accurately score and assess a team’s readiness and aptitude for therapy animal work. The course structure includes video conferences between NPEs and candidates, a five-week online discussion forum, and two assessments administered virtually. Training cohorts consist of between five and eight candidates and one NPE. We’ve structured the cohorts by time zone, so candidates and NPEs can easily coordinate video conferences.

With the understanding that this experience was driven by the fact that COVID-19 has upset everything we know as normal, I felt that the experience was very thorough, and the support was amazing. Both instructors were patient, knowledgeable, flexible, and extremely helpful. The high standard of Pet Partners was not sacrificed by being virtual.

— A team evaluator candidate who completed the virtual training

Volunteer Leaders

While the in-person events our volunteer leaders normally conduct weren’t an option for most of 2020, their presence and work remains important, and we dedicated significant effort to supporting them, offering options such as virtual mini workshops (see page 4), and training new volunteer leaders so that we’ll be prepared to recruit, educate, and evaluate teams in 2021.

533 licensed team evaluators

34 new team evaluators licensed
  - 5 at in-person practicums in February
  - 28 via virtual training (Aug-Dec)
  - 1 International via virtual training (Argentina)

148 licensed volunteer instructors

13 new volunteer instructors licensed

Recruitment for the volunteer instructor position was low, as the Handler Workshop is an eight-hour in-person offering and wasn’t feasible in 2020.
Animal-Assisted Crisis Response

With most therapy animal visits not possible in 2020 due to COVID-19, many Pet Partners teams chose to undertake animal-assisted crisis response (AACR) training to expand their skills and knowledge. Pet Partners AACR training provides handlers with valuable information about mental health first aid and how to support people who have experienced crisis and trauma. The pandemic presented an ongoing crisis for our society, particularly for healthcare workers, first responders, and others dealing with the care and management of people who became ill with COVID-19. Completing AACR training provided our teams with additional skills to support their communities and help address the high level of trauma so many people experienced.

Two deployments were conducted prior to COVID-19 restrictions:
- In response to the death of a young student in Minnesota.
- In response to a shooting at Texas A&M University. This was the second deployment to Texas A&M; a previous deployment took place in 2019.

Five deployments were COVID-19-related:
- One in support of the Colorado National Guard at the Denver Command Center.
- One in support of the North Dakota National Guard at the Fargo Command Center.
- Three requests at hospitals in support of healthcare workers:
  - Two at Peace Health in Oregon.
  - An ongoing deployment at St. Francis Emory Healthcare in Georgia.

As with other types of visits, COVID-19 restrictions greatly limited the ability of AACR teams to deploy. When deployment was possible, AACR teams followed strict infection control and safety protocols to minimize risk.

“[The AACR training] prepared me in how to be comfortable in stressful situations, when to walk away from a situation, and more important, what to say in different situations. It also made me feel comfortable in knowing how to protect myself and Sam.”

— Handler Angie Zapata, who along with her therapy dog Sam conducted an ongoing AACR deployment at St. Francis Emory Healthcare
When COVID-19 restrictions shut down in-person therapy animal visitation in most areas, we were presented with a challenge in continuing to provide the benefits of the human-animal bond to people in need. Our volunteers led the way in using virtual and alternative options to maintain connections with their clients. As an organization with a commitment to supporting our mission with data, we knew it was important to learn more about the effects of virtual visits and other interactions relating to animals.

We engaged in a thorough review of the existing research on this topic, and determined that there is measurable benefit to human well-being from these other types of interaction. With this information in hand, we launched a new initiative in support of these kinds of activities.

Dr. Taylor Chastain Griffin, Pet Partners’ National Director of AAI Advancement, created the term animal-related engagement (ARE) to describe these types of interactions. In April 2020, we published the first white paper on this subject.

This white paper served as a foundation for many facilities pursuing alternative options for connecting their clients with animals during COVID-19 restrictions.

---

I am a hospital therapy dog program advisor and recent master’s in public health graduate. When the COVID-19 pandemic was declared, our program, like many others, was abruptly suspended. When volunteers contacted me about pivoting to virtual visits, the Pet Partners animal-related engagement white paper provided the foundation that the hospital built our virtual therapy dog program on, and which I centered my graduate practicum project on. This paper helped expand our understanding of human-animal connections and how they can inform innovative practice moving forward.

— Whitney Romine

Our work in promoting AAI advancement in 2019 showed that there was strong interest among professionals working in AAI for greater opportunities in professional development, including resources and networking. When COVID-19 shut down most in-person AAI work in 2020, this provided us with a unique opportunity to focus and increase our efforts to support professionals who bring therapy animals into vocational practice.

Starting from the data we collected at our Professional Summit in 2019, we engaged in developmental research to determine the needs and priorities of AAI professionals and how Pet Partners can serve them. This research led to the process of creating educational courses specifically targeted to professionals. This is an initial step in our plan to provide services for professionals who wish to work with therapy animals.

We launched an AAI for Professionals newsletter in February 2020 to provide information about our efforts, as well as research opportunities, networking, and news in the field of AAI. By the end of the year, there were more than 1,500 subscribers.
Throughout 2020, we conducted a series of live educational events on Facebook focused on professionals in AAI. This effort began as a way to offer informal education to professionals who were not only experiencing the stress of the COVID-19 pandemic, but were also some of the first responders working so hard to help others. We had some experts join us to talk about how they were maintaining and transitioning their AAI services given the circumstances. We also wanted to help raise awareness about the potential of ARE in professionalized contexts. What was originally going to be a few events over one or two months expanded into an ongoing series addressing multiple avenues of AAI practice and expertise. Recordings of these events are available on our YouTube channel for continuing education.

The value of this effort has been apparent in the continued interest shown in these events. Many professionals reach out to us when they have news that they would like to be shared within this network. We plan to continue these efforts as long as there is audience interest and engagement.

### Meet the Leader in AAI Educational Series

- **6** Meet the Leader in AAI events
- **10** professionals featured
- **11,146** total views

**AAI Academic Support**

In addition to our other activities, we continued to provide support for academic efforts and research in the field, and to offer guidance and opportunities for students pursuing AAI careers.

- Provided expert content review for 11 academic publications.
- Worked with 4 student interns.

### Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion

As we watched the nationwide events and cultural conversations around race, discrimination, and bias in spring and summer 2020, Pet Partners recognized that we need to be actively involved in responding to issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI). Our mission is to benefit human health and well-being, and these factors have major impacts on the health of people in our country. In order to better serve all people who can benefit from AAI, we must play a role in improving these factors. We have made a commitment to improving the diversity of our volunteer corps and our staff, and to implementing equity and inclusion procedures throughout our organization and programs.

On December 3, Pet Partners staff underwent implicit bias training hosted by Nonprofit HR. This training is designed to help organizations understand how implicit bias among staff affects decisions and activities, and promote conversations about how to consciously change these biases and begin making organizational changes.

Shortly after this training, staff formed a DEI committee to create a plan of work around DEI activities and metrics for gauging progress. These metrics will be reported to show our accountability for the work we are doing, but there will not be a point of being “finished.” The work itself will be ongoing. Promoting and implementing DEI is a conscious, active process that has no end.
COVID-19 had a significant impact on advocacy activities in 2020. Many state legislatures ended their sessions early. Federal legislation was limited due to focus on COVID-19 management and federal elections. And in-person events were not an option. We engaged in advocacy to the extent possible under these limitations, including encouraging a focus on state-level actions.

We had to postpone our Meet the Pets events on Capitol Hill, which had been planned for April and November. We are hopeful we will be able to return to the Hill in fall 2021.

Pet Night on Capitol Hill was held virtually. Pet Partners was invited to participate with virtual visits from some of our therapy animal teams. We appreciate our long standing invitation from HABRI to be part of this event.

In legislative updates, we worked with lawmakers in Maryland to adjust the language in HB 186, a state bill about courthouse dogs, to be inclusive of therapy dogs. While the legislative session ended early in 2020 and the bill did not proceed at the time, we are happy to report that the bill passed in 2021.

Federally, we continued to support the Pet and Women Safety Act through our participation in the PAWS Act Coalition, advocating for funding through the act to make domestic violence shelters pet friendly.

In 2020, there were 78 associated local groups and 6 new local groups. Local volunteer groups continue to be an important part of Pet Partners. Their presence and connection with their communities was especially important during COVID-19 restrictions, and will be vital in recruiting new therapy animal teams as we recover from the pandemic.

Intending to build on the momentum from the meeting with our local groups at our 2019 conference, we had planned a Community Partner Town Hall to take place in Dallas for May 2020. As with so many other plans, COVID-19 forced us to cancel the event.

To make up for this loss, we held a series of virtual meetings to keep our local leaders apprised of all the changes happening due to COVID-19. These sessions focused on topics such as the registration extension offered to all Pet Partners teams, outdoor evaluations, and the why and how of continuing to recruit teams during the pandemic.

We also hosted Community Partner listening sessions. Pet Partners leadership staff were available to hear about what was happening with our groups and teams in the field and the unique challenges posed by COVID-19. Through these discussions, Pet Partners staff were able to better understand the obstacles faced by local groups in terms of offering evaluations and staying connected with both local teams and facilities. These sessions also provided opportunity to share ideas around continued offering of alternative visit options, like window visits, parking lot/courtyard visits, and parade visits.
**Corporate Supporters**

**Spectrum Brands: Matching Giving Tuesday Gifts, Dollar for Dollar**

Pet Partners received an incredible outpouring of support from our community on Giving Tuesday in 2020, thanks to the generosity of many individual donors as well as our corporate partner Spectrum Brands. With the matched funds from our friends at Spectrum Brands, a total of $52,132 was raised for Pet Partners on Giving Tuesday. We are so grateful to all who donated and supported us during this difficult year.

Spectrum Brands, a leading worldwide supplier of pet products for dogs, cats, birds, fish, and small animals, has supported Pet Partners since 2015, leading many successful Double Up Challenges such as our 2020 Giving Tuesday campaign. Giving Tuesday is an important one-day giving movement in the U.S., held each year on the Tuesday after Thanksgiving.

---

**Farmers Insurance & Pet Partners: Helping People after Natural Disasters**

Pet Partners continues to team up with our friends at Farmers Insurance to help people affected by natural disasters such as hurricanes, tornadoes, and wildfires. Our dedicated Pet Partners teams provide the comforting presence of therapy animals in the wake of disasters. Farmers also invites our teams to some high-profile events to help spread the word about how we work together.

Several Pet Partners teams again took part in the Farmers Insurance Open in January 2020 to meet and greet PGA players and take part in media interviews. This was an important opportunity for Pet Partners to educate and bring awareness to the vital role therapy animals play in supporting people who have been affected by disasters.

While our ability to serve alongside Farmers Insurance was limited in 2020 by the pandemic, we maintain our commitment to joining Farmers in these efforts. Thank you to Farmers Insurance for their continued annual support, and to our wonderful therapy animal teams for working together to positively impact communities during such difficult times.

---

**Purina Cat Chow Celebrates Therapy Cats**

Purina Cat Chow teamed up with Pet Partners in 2020 to help increase awareness and advocacy for the therapeutic benefits of cats. To help fund the recruitment and registration of therapy cat teams, Purina Cat Chow donated $30,000 to Pet Partners.

Purina Cat Chow recognizes the benefits of cats as therapy animals and, like Pet Partners, wants to improve human health and well-being through the human-animal bond. Because of Purina Cat Chow’s generous support of Pet Partners, a special registration discount was available for all new therapy cat teams for a limited time.

21 new therapy cat teams benefitted from the funding provided by Purina Cat Chow.

---

Purina Cat Chow celebrated the story of Tommy the therapy cat and his handler Christy Santoro.

---
The impact of COVID-19 had financial ramifications, from our ability to register new teams to the ability to execute on our community-based fundraising and programmatic expansion strategy. Staff extended therapy animal team registrations and introduced new programming concepts like virtual visits to keep volunteers engaged.

The conceptualization and publication of a white paper introducing animal-related engagement saw immediate and extensive traction with leaders in the field referencing the importance of pet-related thoughts and activities when pets could not be present.

The four chapters that had been established in 2019 were closed over a period of months once it became evident that we could no longer gather to support Pet Partners’ mission. Limited community-based fundraising activity took place through the World’s Largest Pet Walk, an already established self-guided activity that was safe to do individually or with a small group.

Our Workplace Well-being program, both a mission delivery activity and source of financial support, was significantly impacted by the pandemic. As partner corporations across the country unexpectedly became focused on supporting their newly remote workforces, we experienced a significant disruption in animal-assisted workplace well-being activities. Our Sponsored Visit program, which focuses on therapy animal visits at large events, conferences, and expos, was also halted throughout the majority of 2020.

Other noted societal impacts of COVID-19 that also affected our mission delivery were the impact on mental health and the limited ability of children to receive in-person education. We Are All Ears, a global read with pets initiative, was launched and promoted with support from Elanco. We also provided support for facilities seeking virtual interactions for their clients and staff with the creation of a Facebook group and a social media campaign to share therapy animal content.

Pet Partners began to expand the audience it serves by creating education that could support professionals looking to practice animal-assisted interventions (AAI). Focus group work was conducted to determine what other services professionals were looking for that would align with Pet Partners’ mission. A $150,000 loan was granted to a new 501(c)6 organization with IRS registration pending to create the first certification exam in the field.

Due to the limitations on therapy animal visits imposed by the pandemic, Programs revenue dropped from 20% to only 10% of Pet Partners’ total income. Revenue associated with the Therapy Animal

---

**Operating Support & Revenue**

- **Donations**: 81%
- **Program Revenue**: 10%
- **Investment & Other**: 9%

**Operating Expenses**

- **Program Service**: 77%
- **Fundraising**: 11%
- **Management and General**: 12%
Program from registration fees, course revenue, and the online store, while never expected to cover the entirety of the program costs, totaled $417,932, while total program expenses were $4,067,998. Like most nonprofit organizations, expenses incurred delivering on the mission must be made possible by philanthropic support.

Fortunately, the thoughtful investment of Pet Partners’ rainy-day funds and long-term investments resulted in good performance, and we recorded nearly $1.4 million in investment revenue in 2020. This represented 9.3% of our total income, although only a portion of it is unrestricted and available to support operations. We were also the recipient of over $1.7 million in bequests from individuals who chose to leave a lasting legacy by remembering Pet Partners in their wills.

In 2020, we completed transitioning information systems from on-premises based servers and networks to cloud-based services. This allows Pet Partners to continue to provide flexible work options for enhanced employee safety and business continuity, and it allows us to take advantage of scale-level services and security while reducing costs. This ongoing strategy was a major contributor to Pet Partners maintaining viable work capabilities during 2020. Additionally, we continued to plan and design for current and future technical systems and solutions to support Pet Partners’ programs and the new association.

### OPERATING SUPPORT & REVENUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donations (incl. Net Assets released from Restriction)</td>
<td>$3,519,196</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Revenue</td>
<td>$417,932</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment &amp; Other</td>
<td>$403,264</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Operating Support &amp; Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,340,392</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OPERATING EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$4,067,998</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and General</td>
<td>$604,706</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$603,940</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$5,276,644</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NON-OPERATING ACTIVITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Net Assets from Non-Operating Activities</td>
<td>$868,956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Change in Net Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$(67,296)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ASSETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>$1,314,630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions Receivable, Net</td>
<td>$107,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land, Building &amp; Equipment</td>
<td>$3,305,562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment &amp; Other</td>
<td>$16,355,598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$21,083,290</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LIABILITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Liabilities</td>
<td>$403,877</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NET ASSETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>$17,565,045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor-Restricted Funds</td>
<td>$ 228,556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Funds</td>
<td>$2,885,812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Liabilities &amp; Net Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$20,275,536</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Peer to Peer Events

Treats & Sweets Day

Bakers from around the world joined the sweetest fundraiser of the year to bake a difference for Treats & Sweets Day in honor of National Therapy Animal Day on April 30. While the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic meant that events had to be adjusted, bakers still made a strong showing in supporting Pet Partners through their baking efforts.

Top Bakers:
- Elizabeth Lynch
- Maritza Miller
- Morgan Lucy

Top Teams:
- Pet Partners of Arizona
- Frisco and Friends
- Love Dog Adventures LV

Top Walking Teams
- Pet Partners of AZ Team
- Team Abbey
- The Therapy Animal Space Team
- Pet Partners of Illinois
- Pet Partners of Greater Cincinnati

Top Individual Walkers
- Jonathan Wright
- Ashley Drew
- Roslyn Lindeman
- Shirley Lieb
- Tenney the Doodle

The 3rd Annual World’s Largest Pet Walk, sponsored by VCA, brought animal lovers from around the world together in a common purpose despite the pandemic on Saturday, September 26.

Hundreds of walkers from 44 states & 2 countries hosted socially distanced walk events to support Pet Partners. Eight of the nine Pet Partners registered species participated, including:
- Dogs
- Cats
- Mini horses
- And even guinea pigs!

The walk raised more than $73,000, thanks to hundreds of generous supporters, walkers, and our sponsors:

VCA
Blue Shield of California

Create Your Own Fundraisers

Honor. Remember. Celebrate. These are the ways to share the power of the human-animal bond while also supporting Pet Partners through a Create Your Own fundraiser. We refocused and renamed this fundraising option in 2020 to provide supporters with new opportunities for donating.

Rev. Rhonda Rogers was inspired by the work of a friend and colleague who is a therapy animal team with her dog. As a way to celebrate their work, Rev. Rogers created a fundraiser in honor of Rev. Lisa Cressman. This dedicated fundraising celebration raised more than $1,300 in support of Pet Partners. Rev. Cressman was overcome with joy and truly humbled by the love shown for the work she and her therapy dog Phoenix do.
At Pet Partners, our Therapy Animal Program is at the heart of our mission and we are dedicated to improving people’s health and well-being through the human animal bond. In a typical year, our volunteer therapy animal teams make over 3 million in-person visits, but I think we can all agree this past year has been anything but typical. It has been an unusual circumstance where what is best for people’s health during a pandemic is in direct conflict with how we operate to improve health and well-being. But now more than ever, people need joy, comfort, and uplifting, and these wonderful therapy animals have found new ways to bring the power of pets to those in need.

— This quote from Elisabeth Van Every, senior communications specialist at Pet Partners, featured in an article on Today.com, sums up our communications focus this past year.

### Media and Engagement

At Pet Partners, our Therapy Animal Program is at the heart of our mission and we are dedicated to improving people’s health and well-being through the human animal bond. In a typical year, our volunteer therapy animal teams make over 3 million in-person visits, but I think we can all agree this past year has been anything but typical. It has been an unusual circumstance where what is best for people’s health during a pandemic is in direct conflict with how we operate to improve health and well-being. But now more than ever, people need joy, comfort, and uplifting, and these wonderful therapy animals have found new ways to bring the power of pets to those in need.

— This quote from Elisabeth Van Every, senior communications specialist at Pet Partners, featured in an article on Today.com, sums up our communications focus this past year.

### Social Media

- **Twitter followers**: 5,581
- **Facebook fans**: 33.5k
- **Instagram followers**: 11.9k
- **Instagram engagements**: 65.4k
- **Twitter followers**
- **Facebook followers**
- **Instagram followers**
- **Engagements**

### Media Coverage

Pet Partners continued to receive significant media coverage, particularly around our virtual and alternative visits, and support for first responders. High-profile outlets included the following:

- CNN
- dogster
- Houston Chronicle
- L.A. Parent
- ModernDog
- Newsday
- Popsugar
- Stanford Medicine
- TODAY
- Yahoo!

### Take The Lead Blog

Our blog remained a source of detailed information for our audience, with a strong focus on COVID-19-related education and program information, as well as highlights of our events, and a series for prospective handlers on preparing for therapy animal work.

- **23 blog posts** published in 2020
- **22,690** total page views
Annual giving at all levels is important and every gift is vital to our success. Thank you for your support and the positive impact your contribution has made to those in need.
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- Fund for Animals of Communities Foundation of Texas
- Laird Goodman & Pam Goodman

- Martin Greenberg & Anne Keeler
- Vern Hagedorn
- Cynthia Holdren
- Humble Noon Lions Club Foundation
- Almira Jones
- Katie Kasten & Martin Kasten
- Terri Kato*
- Van Kelly
- Diana Kiriakides & Andy Morabe
- Frank Leonard & Mary Leonard
- Richard London
- T.D. Mathewson
- Carroll Matthews
- Brian McMillan
- Michelle Merlo
- Carol Meyers
- Donald Miller & Linda Miller
- Linda Minnich
- Alex Ok
- Kari Otto*
- Parmelee Foundation, Inc.
- Netia Pederson
- Anita Prince
- Traci Pryor & Steven Jones
- Miguela Scanio
- Meghan Scharbauer
- Martin Schlarick & Rhoda Schlarick
- Brian Schwartz
- Janet Sears
- Sound Credit Union
- Gary Tashjian
- TIAA Charitable Giving Fund
- Tucson Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
- Wag Heaven
- Frieda Watson-Williams & Dave Williams
- Diane Weber
- Elizabeth Wilcox
- Craig Zeltsar
- Kay Zollner

* denotes monthly donors

Delta Giving Society 2020

The Delta Giving Society recognizes donors who contribute $1,000 or more each year and play an important role in the financial health of Pet Partners. We thank you for your generosity and participation.

- Arthur Antin & Patty Antin
- Melvin Belsky & Susan Belsky
- Nancy Canning & Peter Canning
- John Cates
- John Church
- Mary Craig, DVM & Michael Moore
- Gwen Davidson
- Julie Defer
- Ivana Durov Balesh
- Daniel Flynn & Emily Vogler
- Scott Gallatin, DVM
- Richard Glazer & Jacque Weiss
- Sue Grundfest
- Barbara Harris
- Jim Hedington
- Dave Hofeditz & Judith Hofeditz
- Anne Jones
- Mary Jones
- Beverley Kempf
- Steven King
- Rodney Kunkel
- Julie Lawless
- Roslyn Lindeman
- Lynn Loacker
- Elizabeth Lynch
- Judith Malmstrom
- Steven Maslansky
- Jeanette Matchette & John Matchette
- Elizabeth Maynard-White
- Johanna Mennen & William Mennen
- Carolyn J. Murphy
Corporate & Foundation Donors

We would like to thank the following generous corporate partners and foundations for supporting Pet Partners in 2020. These contributions help Pet Partners bring the healing benefits of pets to millions of people in need.

**$50,000-$100,000**
- Farmers Insurance
- Select Equity Group Foundation

**$25,000-$49,999**
- Elanco Foundation
- Intel
- Spectrum Brands
- VCA

**$10,000-$24,999**
- Bergen Foundation
- E. Hadley and Marion Stuart Foundation
- The Josephine Stedem Scripps Foundation
- The Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation
- North Windham Veterinary Hospital
- Paws 4 Healing
- Pet Food Institute
- Scaife Family Foundation
- The Y.C. Ho / Helen and Michael Chiang Foundation

**$5,000-$9,999**
- 4G Foundation
- Arizona Complete Health
- Blue Shield of California
- C.A.L. Foundation, Inc.
- The Charles Maxfield Parrish & Gloria F. Parrish Foundation
- Cigna Healthcare

**$1,000-$4,999**
- Aetna
- America Walks
- American Association of Physics Teachers
- American College of Rheumatology
- The Art Institute of Chicago
- AT&T
- Cigna at Withum Smith & Brown
- Copper Springs Rehabilitation Center, Avondale
- Genpact
- Golden State Warriors NBA
- The Greater Tacoma Community Foundation, The Harold H. Galbraith Fund
- HighRadius Corporation
- Johnson Charitable Gift Fund
- Morgan Stanley
- Patagonia.com
- Rex and Nelle Jackson Foundation
- The Sik and Foundation, Inc
- The Vermont Community Foundation—Heartland Fund
- White and Case

* denoted as monthly donors
Caring Community

Pet Partners acknowledges the thoughtfulness of the many individuals who have made a commitment to support our organization by including Pet Partners in their estate plan. It is through their generosity that Pet Partners continues to thrive and bring animal-assisted interventions to individuals who benefit from the human-animal bond. We thank these Caring Community members for their decision to leave a legacy to Pet Partners.

- Donna Baer, DVM
- Grace Ballentine & Larry Ballentine
- Betty Bauder & Richard Bauder
- Richard Beck & Valerie Beck
- Barbara Bell & David Bell
- Donna Berrier
- Nancy Biery & William Biery
- Carol Borsari
- Carolyn Borsini
- Helen Boyd RN
- David Boyle & Anne Taubman
- Florence Burkholder
- Betty Carmack
- Craig Carter, DVM & Ronda Carter
- Gary Champion & Mary Lynn Champion
- Greg Cohane & John Remer Jr
- Sheila Cohen
- Melody Cook
- Candace Cragg & Charles Granoski
- Merry Crimi & Ray Saunders
- Lydia Cruzen & Roy Cruzen
- Janna De Lue
- D’Ann Downey & William Warley
- Karen Edwards
- Joan Engel, PhD
- Catherine Franklin & Robert Franklin, DVM, PC
- Nora Gallaher
- Jackie Gunby, CAATP
- Goodwin Harding & Katharine Harding
- Barbara Harris
- Todd Hendricks
- Mary Hill
- Linda Hines
- Cheryl Hovanick
- Jennifer Jarpe
- Jacqueline Joseph
- Rennie Karnovich
- Cristine Kossow & Walter Stugis
- Susan Lilley
- Barbara Litwack
- Lynn Loacker
- Doug Lorain & Rebecca Lovejoy
- Barbara Loveless
- Elizabeth Lynch
- Betty Manning & Kendall Manning
- Bill McCulloch & Janice McCulloch
- Karen Miller
- Kathleen Mitton
- Marilyn Mize
- Davelie Morgan & Russell Morgan
- Galen Morgan Cooper, PhD
- Michael Mossholder
- Robert Mushen, MD & Jenee Pearce-Mushen
- Maria Myckaniu
- Tom Nelson
- Jeannie Nordstrom
- Lawrence Norvell
- Kyoko O’Neill
- Judith Parker
- C. Annie Peters
- Liz Rizzo
- Mark Rosenblum
- Debbie Ross & Robert Ross
- Susan Rubio
- Ed Sayres & Michelle Sayres
- Olivia Scarse
- Janine Schwartz & Mal Schwartz
- Mary-Margaret Shoaf, PhD
- Michael Siwula & Nancylee Siwula
- Carol Spisak & Mark Spisak
- Sandra Squires
- Harold Stern
- Sharon Sternberger & Wayne Sternberger
- Ingrid Sunzenauer & Ralph Wright
- Sarah Sweatt
- Laura Takashima & Gregg Takashima
- Doc Thomas Jr & Ella Mae Thomas
- Suzanne Van Sickle
- Eleanor Vigil
- Craig Wescoatt & Linda Wescoatt
- Julianne Whitcomb
Monthly Donors

We thank our monthly donors for making a commitment to continuously support Pet Partners throughout the year. Monthly gifts sustain our program, and allow Pet Partners to focus on expansion of the Therapy Animal Program, high-quality handler education, and support for our teams. If you would like to become a monthly donor, please visit petpartners.org/donate or call 425-679-5503. The process is quick and easy, and your donation is automatically deducted from your account each month. Even a donation of $5 per month can make an impact on our therapy animal teams and delivery of our mission.

- Gregory Anthony & Marilyn Anthony
- Paula Bandt
- Sonja Banks
- Susan Barthel
- Nancy Beckmann
- Charlene Benjamin
- Marianne Bentley
- Dennis Bergendorf
- Scott Biggar
- Laura Black
- Dana Bouterie
- Charlotte Bowers
- Jacqueline Bradford
- RoxAnn Brooks
- Hilda Brown
- Caroline Bufalo
- Frederick Buono
- Barbara Burgess
- Ashley Calabro & Chris Calabro
- Tia Campuzano
- Linda Card
- Frank Carrillo
- Kenneth Catalanotte
- Debbie Cieplinski
- Patricia Colbert
- Roz Conanan
- Erin Cooper
- Melanie Cooper
- Mary Alice Cords
- Becky Coulter
- Katherine Crombie
- Dawn Crouse
- Marilyn Daniels
- Heather Decker
- Owen Demo
- Esther Denniston
- D’Ann Downey & William Warley, PhD
- Jeanne Durante
- Barb Dwyer
- Deb Ecker
- Ira Ehrlich & Ellen Honey
- Adilen Esquivel
- Cheryl Ferguson
- Dalene Fillhart
- Michele Fleet
- Elizabeth Flynn
- Linda Foppiano Foris
- Merry Frank
- Kevin Glenn
- Ann Green
- Ellen Greenblatt
- Debra Greenhill
- Shannon Grilec
- Marilyn Harper
- Lisa Harris
- Daniel Hayes
- Eleonore Hess
- Judi Hill
- Barbara Howard
- Anne Hudson
- Lynn Huey
- Gloria Irwin
- Robin Jackson
- Brenda Joers
- David Jones
- David Kennedy
- Rani Kesavulu
- Susan Koppang
- Becky LaBlanc-Willis
- Liza Lagueux
- Patti Langston
- Christine Learman
- Shirley Lieb
- Doug Lorain & Rebecca Lovejoy
- Diann MacRae
- Mike Maschmeyer
- Janie McCune
- Sandra McElrath
- Sue Minahan
- Kenta Miyazaki
- Wayne Nesbit
- Kady Nicka
- Julie Nicolazzi
- Elizabeth O’Malley & Richard O’Malley
- Rena O’Brien
- Carol Olson
- Judy Ostrander
- Jennifer Parker
- Ellie Partington
- Diane Petrozzo
- Amy Pitts
- Cathy Poulin & Paul Poulin
- Vicki Prentice Rubin
- Nicole Price
- Loretta Robinson & Paul Robinson
- Sonia Rodrigue
- Julie Roghair
- Maria Rosario
- Donna Rudy
- Cathy Rzewnicki
- Nancy Sanneman
- Ivett Sagredo
- Joshua Sassoon
- Pamela Schell Werschler
- Orva Schultis
- Debbie Sciarretta
- Edward Seagal
- Emily Seibert
- Dianne Shewmaker
- Connie Jo Smith
- Evan Stevens
- Colleen Stoner
- John Sturges III & Sherry Sturges
- Jayne Taylor
- Petti Thayer
- Antoinette Theisz
- Renee Thomas
- Dorothy Thomason
- Linda Thompson
- Teresa Tompkins
- Phyllis Tucker
- Astrid Verdegaal
- Jo-Ann Wagner & William Wagner
- William Wagner
- Maria Walton
- Jeffrey Weissler
- Sallie Wilmot
- Katherine Ziegler
The Pet Partners mission is to improve human health and well-being through the human-animal bond.